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Retrovi: A World of
Creation Rediscovered

Discover Cyprus’ exquisite handicraft in its
contemporary, revamped version. Authentic embroidery in wonderful colours and
combinations is used to create elegant
clutch bags, unique pieces of a collection
which respects the tradition and history
of Cyprus’ needlework while, at the same
time, enhancing it with a never-ending
passion for creation.
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Lefkaritiko lace, the finest of arts, draws
inspiration from nature, flowers and the
landscapes of the countryside, and skillfully combines them to create enchanting
images of incredible elegance.
With a history dating back 600 years and
its inclusion in UNESCO’s Representative
List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, this is one of the most prominent
and internationally acclaimed handiworks.

The lace-makers of Lefkara village in Larnaca are proud to keep the tradition alive,
each enriching her design work with her
own personal creative stamp.
Imaginative Fythkiotiko fabric is influenced
by folklore and geometrical patterns
dating back thousands of years – from
pottery, mosaics and reliefs – its texture
is also embossed and comes in a range
of Mediterranean colours, playing with
fascinating combinations.

Developed in the Paphos district and specifically around Fyti village, this type of textile is
exclusively woven on the loom.
The beauty and uniqueness of each creation could not be better represented than by
royal names in Cyprus history. The renowned
queens of Cyprus, retrovi bags are named
after, are Berengaria of Navarre, Alice of
Champagne, Isabella of Ibelin, Eleonora of
Aragon, Charlotte, Elena Palaiologina and
Caterina Cornaro.

The crochet collection developed, showcasing the
island’s never-ending sunny mood, is naturally
named after the goddess of love and beauty,
Aphrodite.
Retrovi invites us to relive Cyprus’ beauty: the
clear blue waters, the golden sand, the plowed
fields, the wildflowers, the cobblestone streets,
the architecture, the arts and the handicraft of
the island.
Retrovi: rediscover in the Esperanto language

A whole world of inspiration, creation and optimism can be found at Anassa Resort, Almyra Hotel Paphos, Kult Boutique Limassol and Kult Boutique Nicosia.

